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Graphics Port (AGP) interface provides a dedicated path for memory-intensive graphics ... 2x mode 3D graphics. .... CPU utilization is restored to normal levels when the ... For more detail information, please visit the web site of Microsoft. 
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Chapter 1



Overview Based on the new highly-integrated VIA APOLLO MVP3 Chipset, the VA503+ combines blistering Pentium processor performance with support for switching voltage regulator which allows the voltage from 2.0V to 3.2V, intelligent diagnostic, and power management features. The new Accelerated Graphics Port (AGP) interface provides a dedicated path for memory-intensive graphics applications-delivering faster system performance and arcade-quality 2x mode 3D graphics. The VA-503+ has a versatile Baby AT-size platform for leading-edge PC ’97 compliant systems. For the most up-to-date information and the latest FAQs and BIOS updates, visit FIC Online at http://www.fic.com.tw/.



Package Checklist Please check that your package contains all the items listed below. If you discover any item is damaged or missing, please contact your vendor.



n n n n n n n n n



The VA-503+ motherboard This user manual One IDE HDD cable One floppy disk drive cable One printer and COM1 cable One COM2 cable One USB riser card (optional) One PS/2 mouse cable (optional) Software Utilities
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VA-503+ Motherboard Manual



The VA-503+ Motherboard
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Overview



Main Features n



Easy Installation ||BIOS with support for Plug and Play, auto detection of IDE hard drives, ||LS-120|drives, IDE ZIP drives, Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT, ||and OS/2.



n



Leading Edge Chipset VIA APOLLO MVP3 chipset with integrated DRAM and LII cache controllers as well as support for Intel's new Dynamic Power Management Architecture (DPMA), Concurrent PCI (PCI 2.0 and 2.1), AGP 1.0 compliant, and USB.



n



Flexible Processor Support Onboard 321-pin ZIF socket and switching voltage regulator support complete range of leading-edge processors: |Intel Pentium MMX 166/200/233 MHz processors. ||||||||||AMD-K6-166 / 200 / 233 / 266 / 300 and || K6-2-300 / 333 / 350 / 366 / 400 processors. || Cyrix M II-300 / 333 / 350 processors and | | Cyrix 6x86MX- PR166 / 200 / 233 / 266 / 300 / 333 / 350 processors. ||||||||||Cyrix 6x86L- PR200+ / PR166+ processors. || ||||| |IBM 6x86MX- PR166 / 200 / 233 / 266 / 300 / 333 / 350 processors. ||||||||||IBM 6x86L- PR200+ / PR166+ processors. | n Various External Bus and CPU/Bus Frequency Ratio Support The board supports the Bus frequency of 66 / 75 / 83 / 95 / 100 / 112 / 124MHz and the CPU/Bus frequency ratio of 2x / 2.5x / 3x / 3.5x / 4x / 4.5 x / 5x / 5.5x by a switching voltage regulator which accepts 2.1V to 3.2V.|||(Please read Install the CPU in Chapter 2 for more information). n



Ultra-fast Level II Cache Supports 512KB/1MB onboard Pipeline Burst Level II write-back cache.



n



Versatile Main Memory Support Accepts up to 512MB RAM using four SIMMs of 8, 16, 32, 64, 128MB with support for FPM and EDO DRAM; and two DIMMs of 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256MB with support for EDO DRAM and lightning-fast SDRAM (66/100MHz).
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n



AGP, ISA, and PCI Expansion Slots One 32-bit AGP Bus, three 16-bit ISA Bus, and three 32-bit PCI Bus expansion slots provide the room to install a full range of add-on cards.



n



Enhanced PCI Bus Master IDE Controller with Ultra DMA/33 Support Integrated Enhanced PCI Bus Master IDE controller features two dualchannel connectors that accept up to four Enhanced IDE devices, including CD-ROM and Tape Backup Drives, as well as Hard Disk Drives supporting the new Ultra DMA/33 protocol which doubles data transfer rates to 33MB/sec. Standard PIO Mode 3, PIO Mode 4, and DMA Mode 2 devices are also supported.



n



Super Multi I/O Integrated Winbond 83877TF Plug and Play multi-I/O chipset features two high-speed UART 16550 compatible serial ports, one EPP/ECP capable parallel port, and one FDD connector.



n



Onboard IrDA Connector An IrDA connector for wireless infrared connections is available.



n



USB Support Two USB ports on an optional riser card (see the photo below) allow convenient, high-speed Plug and Play connections to the growing number of USB compliant external peripheral devices on the market.
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Intelligent Properties n



Optimized MMX Performance The motherboard utilizes the advanced features of the VIA APOLLO MVP3 chipset to optimize the unrivaled performance of the Intel Pentium processor with MMX technology. To provide you with additional flexibility, the motherboard also supports other leading-edge processors featuring MMX technology, including the AMD-K6, Cyrix 6X86MX, IBM 6x86MX processors.



n



Onboard Accelerated Graphics Port (AGP) The motherboard is installed one 32-bit AGP bus with a dedicated 66MHz/133MHz path from the graphics card to the system memory (by 1x/2x mode) offering much greater bandwidth than the 32-bit PCI bus does which currently operates at a speed of 33MHz and is fully compliant with the AGP 1.0 specification. AGP enabled 3D graphics cards can directly access main memory across this fast path instead of using local memory. To make use of the improved AGP performance, the motherboard should be installed with SDRAM type memory and the VGA card and drivers should also be fully AGP compliant. Using Microsoft Windows 98 and Windows NT 5.0 which implement DirectDraw will allow the system to take full use of AGP benefits without the need to install additional drivers.



n



CPU Thermal Monitoring Alert An optional EISCA CPU fan with a heat sensor monitors the CPU temperature to make sure that the system is operating at a safe heat level. When the temperature is overheat, the system warns you that the CPU is overheating. CPU utilization is restored to normal levels when the temperature returns to a safe level. This feature requires a power supply with a soft-off power controller.



n



Lightning-Fast SDRAM Performance The motherboard supports general 66MHz and the new generation of lightning-fast 100MHz SDRAM via its onboard 168-pin DIMM sockets. SDRAM delivers an added boost to overall system performance by increasing the CPU-to-memory data transfer rate. SDRAM performance on the VA-503+ is further boosted by the board integrated I2C controller, which optimizes the memory timing settings.
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ACPI Ready This motherboard fully implements the new ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power Interface) 1.0 Hardware and BIOS requirement. If you install ACPI aware operating system, such as Windows 98, you fully utilized the power saving under ACPI. It is compatible with all other none ACPI operating systems. If you want to setup ACPI feature under Windows 98, please follow the description below: Run Windows 98 setup by using setup/p j on the command line for installing Windows 98 with the ACPI control feature. If you type setup without the parameter /p j, Windows 98 will be installed as APM, PnP mode, no ACPI will be used. For more detail information, please visit the web site of Microsoft. Its address is: www.microsoft.com/hwtest/. The following lists a few examples about the advantages of ACPIn Soft-Off Support The motherboard Soft-Off feature allows you to turn off your computer using the operating system. This feature requires a power supply with a soft-off power controller. n



Remote Ring-On The Remote Ring-On function allows your computer to be turned on remotely via a modem while it is in sleep mode. This feature is particularly usefully when you are expecting a fax late night and leave only your modem on to minimize power consumption. As soon as possible the phone rings, the modem automatically turn on the system, which answers the phone and downloads the fax. Then the computer shuts off again, thereby minimizing its consumption of power. The Remote Ring-On function requires a power supply with a soft-off power controller.



n



RTC Alarm The RTC alarm feature allows you to preset the computer to wake-up at a certain time allowing you to implement a number of useful functions, such as automatically sending out a fax late at night.
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Hardware 

for SIUDI 1bis and SIUDI 2, don't forget to remove the CMS chip if you want to ... As with any other DMX controller, keep aside an independent backup system, ... In this manual, you will find informations and hints about the several possible.
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Hardware 

O padrÃ£o USB define um novo tipo de comunicaÃ§Ã£o serial bem como um novo tipo de conector. ... atÃ© 10 interfaces USB simultaneamente, ou seja, 5.120 canais ao mesmo .... the DMX controller may be very useful in case of a computer crash.
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(SOE) and oil sales, artisanal and small-scale mining (ASM) and mineral smuggling, supreme audit institutions (SAIs). Read more. Promoting public awareness ...
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Evolvable Hardware 

(Simulation, Embryology, GP). â€¢De-Garis - CAM .... Application-specific blocks .... and PLL http://www.cypress.com/cfuploads/img/products/CY8C26443-24PI.pdf ...
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A-Hardware 

Convert. Produces a specific. 8kB binary file. Convert the sequences: fill_eeprom.exe. Each text file ... adresse_fin_lo: byte; adresse_debut, adresse_fin: word;.
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Hardware .fr 

MAX = made by Maxim www.maxim-ic.com .... made a "kit" that you can download from our website and which enables to "interface" your web page to.
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FÃnd words in the replies which mean the following. ... Put the words in the correct order to make questions. ...... He is giving some advice to sat"speo"ple.
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Aug 6, 1996 - designed for use in real-time applications such as instrumentation, industrial .... division factor or input source is changed, or if the timer/counter is reset. ...... The analog input circuitry consists of an 8-input analog multiplexe
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the ULTIMATTE system used, these foreground and background images could be live ...... end of the curve below zero while keeping the white end constant.
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Maintenance - Overview 

Use only ESSO CVT EZL 799 Fluid for transmission refill or top-off. 2006 MINI Cooper. 2002-07 GENINFO Maintenance - Overview - MINI. Microsoft ...
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Companies-Overview 

What time does the factory close every day? It doesn't close: there are 3 different shifts. â€¢ And every week? It closes one day a week. â€¢ How is the factory water ...
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We clip at 0, resulting in red = green = blue .... noise introduced by video cameras and photo scanners. Both of these ..... Based on over 20 years of experience, ULTIMATTE systems today automatically analyze the foreground and background ...
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Lectures: Overview 

Coccus: Diatoms (Bacillariophyceae/pebble algae). 20 to 25% organic primary production. 2-schelled cover (silicic acid). Fossil depositions: Kieselgur (use,.
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GPRS Overview 

Dec 9, 2004 - air interface for the entire duration of the data connection whether or ... GPRS uses virtual connections for multiple users. ..... Tunnel Creation.
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Model Overview 

FIRSTÂ® and the FIRSTÂ® logo are trademarks of the United States Foundation for Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology. (FIRSTÂ®). FIRSTÂ® ...
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SNMP Overview 

Token-Ring. â€¢ FDDI. â€¢ Modemâ€¦ RMON MIB. Private MIBs. â€¢ To be User Defined ..... its values: Tag. Type name. Set of values. BOOLEAN. INTEGER. BIT STRING.
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ibisc.exe 1 Hardware setup 

replot "min.asc" using 1:2 with points to plot the position of the dip of SPR ... If that is not the case, modify the source code accordingly (see the idComDev= line).
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Hardware (weight).pdf 

Email [email protected]. Nuts - Self Locking. AN363-1032 All Metal Stop Nuts - Source: Aircraft Spruce. AN363-428 All Metal Stop Nuts - Source: Aircraft ...
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AN Hardware Basics 

in diameter. The number after the dash indicates the total length of the bolt's shank in eighths of an inch, or inches and eighths for bolts more than 1 inch long. In.
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Volledige Onderdelenlijst Hardware 

.1406 dia. holes drilled on center bar1â€� apart. ..... Hoist & Cargo Net, Light. Duty. Parachute. 1248-1 ...... 62205 BLOCK 35/DOUBLE SHACKLE HEAD. 1. 97.
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Finish Hardware - Description 

10.10.0. Deadbolts, spindles, security fasten- ers, and guard bolts. 10.11.0. Construction key systemsâ€”illus- trated. 10.11.1. Construction master keyingâ€”illus-.
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Warranty - Factory Direct Hardware 

Pour empÃªcher des blessures par Ã©bouillan- tement, la tempÃ©rature de sortie maximale du robinet de douche ne doit pas excÃ©der 120Â°F. Au Massachusetts, la tempÃ©rature de sortie maximale du robinet de douche ne doit pas excÃ©der 112Â°F. Conservez
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Netropy 10G2 Hardware Guide 

5 Slide Rail Assembly Procedure . .... on the regulatory label on the bottom of the chassis and does not have any vent holes on the ... Reset: The small hole to the left of the console port is used to reset the system to the factory .... in accordanc
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